ROUTE TO SPINOZA
CENTRE FOR
NEUROIMAGING
You can find the Spinoza Centre at Meibergdreef 75, Amsterdam, next to the AMC
hospital.
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By metro or train from Amsterdam Central Station
Take metro line 54 (direction Gein). Exit the metro at stop Holendrecht/AMC and leave the
platform at the Oudenrijnlaan/AMC exit. If you arrive by train, exit at Amsterdam
Holendrecht and leave the platform at the ‘woonwijk Holendrecht/AMC’ exit. There are
two routes to the Spinoza Centre: an outside route (black in above image) and a covered
route (green in above image) through the hospital in case of bad weather.
For the outside route, turn right after you exit the platform and follow the bike lane and the
yellow signs indicating N.I.N. until you see a wooden bridge to your right. Cross the bridge
and go left for about 50 meters, then turn right and cross the road at the pedestrian
crossing. Head straight over the parking lot until you reach the grey ‘IWO-tentamenzalen’
building, where you turn right and then left. Continue for another 50 meters and take the
second road to your left. On your right you will find the Spinoza Centre, a white and brown
building surrounded by grass. The intercom is located to the right of the sliding doors.
For the route through the hospital, also turn right after you exit the platform and follow the
covered walkway to the hospital. Enter the hospital through the main entrance on your left
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and walk straight on to the main square, which you cross (the AKO bookshop is on your
right). Look for a blue sign indicating ‘parkeergarage P2’. Follow these signs until you reach
the parking garage. From here on follow the route described in the Route from P2 section.
By car
From the A2 or A9 follow the signs to the AMC hospital. At the first set of traffic lights (next
to the Sizzling Wok) go straight ahead. At the next intersection, turn right onto
Meibergdreef and follow it until you reach a roundabout. Take the third exit to arrive at
parking garage P2. Also see the blue route on the image above.
Route from P2
Exit the garage at ground level and turn right. Follow the bike path past the garage until
the road forks. Go left and then immediately right. Follow the grassy road until you reach
the Spinoza Centre, a white and brown building surrounded by grass. The intercom is
located to the right of the sliding doors. Also see the red route in the image above.
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